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HTC mobile phones have gained huge success and popularity in the market. This classic brand has
manufactured large number of mobile phones with superb features. It has recently launched its first
tablet device known as HTC flyer. This smart phone has innovative and mind blowing features that
will grab your heart. HTC Flyer Wifi 3G is a tablet device with brilliant features that HTC gives for the
first time than any other smart phone before.

HTC Flyer Wifi 3G is a touch screen smart phone with 5 megapixel camera. With this camera, you
can make many videos. It has Bluetooth connectivity of v3.0 with A2DP. For your entertainment,
there is both music player and FM radio. In music player, you can listen to songs of your choice
while in FM radio you can tune in to different stations for listening music and can get latest news,
traffic updates etc.as well. This smart phone supports HTML web browser. Besides this, you can
easily do social networking in this mobile phone. With Wi-Fi connectivity, you can access internet
within the range. Connect to social sites like face book, twitter, you tube etc. and chat with your
friends, family members etc. This mobile phone has expandable memory up to 32GB. You can save
unlimited contacts in your phonebook.

This HTC smart phone weighs 420 grams and its dimensions are 195.4x122x13.2mm. It runs on
Android 2.1 operating system. HTC Flyer is a 7-inch tablet which displays 16 million colors. Further,
in this mobile phone you can call records while talking. However, it supports ringtones such as mp3
and midi. The powerful battery of HTC Flyer Wifi 3G is made of 4000mah which has talk time up to
3 hours and standby time up to 350 hours. You can send plenty of SMS, MMS and emails from this
headset. In your boring time, you can play many games like angry birds etc. Apart from this, just
with the touch of your finger, you can do many things like watch movies, take multimedia notes
etc.There is an additional feature in this smart phone and that is GPS. It is very helpful to locate a
place.

Buy your HTC Flyer Wifi 3G white online instead of going to different shops. You will get amazing
discounts. Moreover, buying online will save your precious time and money. Hurry up to get this
amazing tablet smart phone of HTC and avail the benefits.
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